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We coiwider generittizations of the Standard Model which are baced on the gauge

symmetry SU[n)c dO SV(m)i <H 1'{\)N- Although the most interesting possibility

occurs when n - 3, we will consider also the cases n = 4,5, both with in = 3,4. We

also give possible grand unification scenario*.
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One of the questions which has been answered by c+e~ colliders operating at

the Z peak, was the problem of the number of families in the Standard Model. This

model is defined to have N, families of quarks and leptons, left-handed doublets and

right-handed singlets, and no right-handed neutrinos. The invisible width of the Z is

P"(Z - . v's) = N,Ta, where Fo is the width for each massiess neutrino pair. In the

Standard Model N, = Nt = 3. Experimental data are consistent with N, = 3 [1].

This fact remains a mistery within the Standard Model based on the gauge symmetry

Sl/(3) c®S(/(2)L${/(l)r and spontaneous symmetry breaking into St/(3) c®t/( l)n t .

We recall that such a model is anomaly free for each generation.

Recently, a class of S(/(3)«® 5l/(3)L@U( l)N models was considered in Reis. [2,6)

with several representations content (called 3-3-1 model in Ref. [5].} Such models are

anomaly free only if there are equal number of triplets and antitriplets (considering the

color degrees of freedom), and furthermore requiring the sum of all fermion charges to

vanish. Two of the three quark generations transform identically and one generation,

it does not matter which, transforms in a different representation of SU(&)L 81/( 1 )N-

This means that in these models, which are undistinguishable from the Standard

Model at low energies, in order to cancel anomalies, the number of families must be

divisible by the number of color degrees of freedom. Hence the simplest alternative

is n - N/. Here we want to generalize this models by expanding the color degrees

of freedom (n) and the electroweak sector (m), i.e., we will consider models based on

the gauge symmetry

£ ( / ( n ) . a S ( / ( m ) i 0 ( / ( l ) « , (1)

with the anomalies canceling among all generations together, and not generation per

generation. We also consider possible grand unified theories in which some of these

models could be embedding.



We will use the criteria that the values for m are determined by the leptonic

sector. In the color sector for simplicity, in addition to the usual case of n = 3, we

will only comment the already existing examples in the literature, i.e., those with

n = 4,5 [7,8).

Firstly let us consider the n = 3 models. In this case, m = 2 gives the standard

electroweak model. The case of m = 3 is possible with three leptons belonging to the

fundamental representation of SU{'Í)L AS these kind of models have been already

considered in detail in Refs. [2-5), here we will treat them briefly. Consider leptons

transforming like a triplet (3,0) under Sl/(3)L® t/ ( l ) N (2,3): K , / . , ' ; ) [ , a = 1,2,3

is the family index and Ç are the charge conjugate fields. In this model there are

besides the usual quarks of the Standard Model, three exotic ones with charges |

(one) and - | (two). It means that there are nine quarks each one wilh the three

usual color degrees of freedom. It is also possible the following representation content

("â>"s>'«)I ~ (3*.-1/3), and it is necessary to introduce new quarks with the same

charge of the known quarks. The model has also 9 quarks, four of them wilh charge

2/3 and five with charge -1 /3 (4,9).

Next, we would like to put forward models of the electroweak interaction with

n = 3, m — 4 in (1), and the quarks will be considered in such a way that the model

is anomaly free.

We define the electric charge operator as

where the A-matrices are a slightly modified version of the usual ones [10],

A3 = (/ioff(l,-l,0,ü)A l ,= (-^)i / ia 9( l , l f-2,0)A,» = ( -4)«f iaj ( l , l , l , -3 ) .
v3 vO

The leptons transform as (1,4,0) and two of the three quark families, say Q,i, i =

2,3, transformas (3,4*.-1/3), and one family, QlL, transforms as (3,4, +2/3)



J.

<?,!.= (3)

where u', and J | are new quarks with charge +2/3 and +5/3 respectively; J, and j j ,

t = 2,3 are new quarks with charge - 4 / 3 and —1/3 respectively. We remind that in

Eq. (3) all fields are still symmetry eigenstates. Right-handed quark* transform aa

singlets under SU(A)i ® l/( 1 )*• Neutral currents and the interactions between exotic

and tbe usual quarks discriminate which generation transforms differently from tbe

others, but here we will not deal with this issue.

We also introduce the following Higgs multipkts: \ ~ (4,+l),p ~ (4, + 1/3),

if and »' ~ (4,0). The exotic quarks, J's, gain mass through the (x°) vacuum

expectation value (VEV), the d-like quarks via the {/»}, and the u,u'-like quarks

through the (i)), (»/') respectively. Both ij and if has the same quantum numbers, but

in order to avoid flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) we will assume that the

VEV of i) and n' fields lies in the first and the third components.

In order to obtain massive charged leptons it is necessary to introduce a (10*,0)

Higgs multiplet, because the lepton mass term transforms as Sift ~ (64 $10$) . The

64 will leave some leptons massless and some others degenerate. Therefore we will

choose the H = IO5. Neutrinos remain inassless at least at tree level, but the charged

leptons gain mass. The corresponding VEVs are the following (7) = (f, 0,0,0),

{p) = (0,u.,0,0), {1,') = (0,0,«', 0), (x) = (0,0,0,u), and ( / / )« = v" for the decuplet.

In thb way we have that the symmetry breaking of the SV(A)L®V[ 1 )s group down to

5t/(3)t®i/( l)rv induced by the \ Higgs is arbitrary Ref. [2,3). The S t / ( 3 ) t 0 l / ( l ) / v

symmetry is broken down into 1/(1 ) tm by the p,n, if and H Higgs. It is necessary to



introduce some discrete symmetries which ensure thai Ike Higgs fields give a quark

mass matrix in the charge - 1 / 3 and 2/3 sectors of the tensor product form in order

to avoid general mixing among quarks of the same charge [4|.

In fact, we have the symmetry breaking pattern, including the SU('i) of color.

1U)
51/(3), «5V(3 ) t » 1/(1 )M.

i W)
51/(3), 0 £1/(2)* «f/(l)M.

1W

where ( i ) means (/»), (f/), (H).

The electroweak gauge bosons of this theory consist of a 15 WJ, i = 1,..., 15

associated with SU{4)L and a singlet fiw associated with f (l)/v.

There are four neutral bosons: a massless -> and three massive ones: Z, Z', Z".

The lightest one, say the Z, corresponds to the Weinberg-Salam neutral boson. As-

suming the approximation « » u' » u, v", to the extra neutral bosons, say Z', Z",

have masses which depend mainly on u, v' and for this reason their masses may be

arbitrarily high.

Concerning the charged vector bosons, as in the model of Ref. |2] there are doubly

charged vector bosons and also as in model I of Ref. [4| there are doublets of SU{2)

(S)

which produce interactions like *rit7'"i,tA'* and KLY"^^- We have also the V*

vector bosons with interactions like •>.L7"'itV"- The first symmetry breaking induced
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by the x Higgs multiplel occurs at an arbitrary energy scale, bul we expect it to be of

the order of magnitude of several TeV, since one of the neutral vector bosons produces

FCNC and the measured K° - K* mass difference imposes strong constraints on the

mass of such neutral bosons (2). The second symmetry breaking can occur at an

energy scale which is not so different from the Fermi scak but we can abo choose this

scale to be arbitrarily high [4|. Details of the model will be published elsewhere [II).

Next, we consider n = 4,5 models. Although the SU(3)C gauge symmetry is

the best candidate for the theory of the strong interactions, there is no fundamental

reason why the colored gauge group must be St/(3)c. In fact, it is possible to consider

other Lie groups. In general we have the possibilities SU(n), n > 3 [i2|.

ID partícula , models in which quarks transform under the fundamental represen-

tation of SU(4)t and St/(5)« were considered in Refs. [7| and [8] respectively. These

models preserve the experimental consistency of the Standard Model at low energies.

For instance, in the SU(b)e $SU(m) L ®U(l)N model a Higgs field transforming, as

the 10 representation of St/(5)c breaks the symmetry as following [8|

)e&SU(2)'0SU(m)

Later the ekctroweak symmetry will be broken and the remaining symmetry will be

St/(3) t ® Stf(2)'® U(\)tm as in the models with m = 3,4 considered above. Notice

that, due to the relation between the color degrees of freedom and the number of

families, it is necessary to introduce four and five families for n s 4 and n — 5

respectively.

Other possibilities are models with left-right symmetry in the electroweak sector

SU(n)c®SU(m)L®SU(m)R®U{\)n and also models with horizontal symmetries GH,

SU(n)c®SU(m)L®U{l)N®GH- For example, if GH = SU(2)H there is no additional

6



conditions to cancel anomalies since 51/(2) is a safe group. For instance, with n = 3

the three generation can transform in the adjoint representation of SU(2)H.

There are abo the grand unified extension of all the possibilities we have treated

in above.

For example, it is possible to embed the 3-3-1 models in a simple group as

SU[6) [13|. Let us consider the model with this symmetry in which only the known

ieptons appear, but in the quark sector there are exotic quarks (2). There are 63

fermion degrees of freedom including the color space. The group SI/(3)C ® SU('i)L ®

U{ 1 )ft has rank 6 and it is a subgroup of 5(7(6). In the last group, it has been shown

that the anomaly, A, of 15 and 6* are such that .4(15) = -14(6*) (14]. Then, pairs

of 15 and 15*; 6' and 6 (15) and, finally one 15 and two 6* are the smallest anomaly

free irreducible representations in $U(6). On the other hand, the representation 20

is safe.

Just as an example, let us consider the 51/(6) symmetry which is a possible unified

theory for the SU[i)t ® SU(3)L ® l/( 1 )w models of Ref. [2): Left-handed leptons are

in the following representations, three 0:

(7)

The left-handed quarks of the first and second families are in two 20:

20g.t =( l , l )n . (0) + (l,l)n;(0) + (3-,3)r.(l/3) + (3,3-)9 , t(-l/3), (8)

where u = 1,2,3, t = 1,2. The third quark family is in one 15*

1 5 ^ = (3, l)n(0) + (l,3)i4(0) + (3-,3*)^(0). (9)

In the right-handed sector one has ii like quarks in three 6'

6 ; u = (3M). . t(-2/3) + (l,3')£.(2/3), (10)

7



the d-like quarks in two 6

• * „ = ( » . D * « ( - l / 3 ) + (1.3)£ÍI+l/3), (11)

and one •*

6 ^ = (s-, i) - t (i/3) + ( i , r ) r ( - i / 3 ) . (12)

Finally, the exotic quarks are in two 6

and one 0*

«ty = (3M)Jt (5/3) + (1,3-W (-5/3). (14)

It is easy to verify that the anomalies cancel among all the representations in Eqs. (7)-

(14).

We have used the notation of Ref. [16], in the entry (a, b)j(N), a is an irreducible

representation of S(/(3)c and b is an irreducible representation of SU{3)i. The

subindex / means, in an obvious notation, the respective fields of the model and the

second parenthesis contains the value of the (/( 1 )N generator when acting on the states

in the (a,b). In Eqs. (7)-(14) we have to introduce new fermions: Ya, a = 1,2,3,4

transforming as (3,1) ("colored neutrinos'1), n,,n[ which are truly neutral particles,

a new sequential lepton triplet /4, exotic charged leptons £ , , E'a, M,, a = 1,2,3, and

also new quarks T,, i = 1,2. Models with the symmetry SU(1)C 0 5t/(4)L ® 1/(1 )AT

can be unified in rank 7 groups like SU(1) [16].

It is not a trivial issue to show that the unification in 5(7(6) may actually occur.

This is so, because in 3-3-1 the couplings oc and a3t have A > 0M, [5]. Notice

however that, in order to put all ferrnions fields of 3-3-1 in 5(7(6) multiple!», it was

necessary to include new fields. It means that these extra fields have to be added
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lu it».- minimal 3-.I-I model, and their effects in the *i-functions must be taken inlu

«uiuiuil. Then-fore, we may have tu consider mass threshold corrections to the ri-

linn li»u^, since lIn- new particles ruuld liave masses bduw tile uuilicaliuu energy

I Ins situation alsw appears when we consider lhe etiibefViug of tlie SM in 3-3-1.

I lu- last model has fields which du not exist in the minimal SM, but which are iu

llu- same iiiultiplet of 3-3-1 with the known quarks. For instance, the quarks J's

have lu be added to the SM transforming as {3,l,Qj) under the 3-2-1 factors. The

strtl.ii Hint veitur sectors of tin- SM have also to be extended with new fields. Firstly,

M,tl.u IK-1.1» iransfuiiiiing â  (i) Imu singlets (1,1,1..,): une with Ys = U, one with

1, - I and two with )> - 2, (ii| four doublets (1 ,2 , )^): one with Y,} - - 3 and

iiirt-r with YD - I; lin.illy. (iii) UIK- triplet (1 ,3 , -2 ) . The extra vector bosons are

in (1, I, Ji ) with Y\ - 0,1. Wf recall that in the SM with two Iliggs doublets the

ilt-ii>ii|ilmg tbeoreni |ITj must not be uevessariry valid, since there are physical «Ifnls

piiiportional to iiij. |I,S|.

Mnybe there are iii this t) ft- of thrones nnforeseeii |H>s.iil)ililift> for model building

vwili new physics lirisen ill mil loo high energy.
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